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1 First Impressions

Before starting my internship at Seven Kings I was unsure as to what to expect in my
role. Having only left school a few years prior to this internship it was still a familiar
environment but being in the staff room instead of outside of it made the experience very
different. Once arriving at the school I was almost immediately dropped in at the deep
end.

Figure 1: Online tool used to
demonstrate momentum. (access at
phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/collision-lab)

After spending the morning observing
classes I was asked if I wanted to lead
a Y10 class for the last lesson of the day.
The class was already planned and was
being taken in an IT room. The students
were learning about momentum using an
interactive tool and by answering quiz
questions on the topic. This start made
me realise I was going to be able to get
involved in teaching at the school, gain-
ing a genuine feel for what it is like to
teach.

2 Teaching Styles

During my internship I had the opportunity to take classes over a variety of year groups
and try different lesson styles. The first important aspect of taking a class that I picked up
on was the need for clarity. Each class should start by outlining what will be taught over
the next hour and these objectives signposted throughout. I guessed that a large part of
maintaining discipline was related to having students clear on the task at hand as if they
are unsure they will take that as an opportunity to go off-task.

For each class I took I tried to take the approach that the pupils were used to in that
lesson. The Year 9 (Y9) science class I was in were attentive and would stay on task
when presented with an interesting topic making them an easy class to teach to begin
with.



My First Planned Lesson: A class on Rutherford’s model of the atom seemed a logical
place to start for a physics undergraduate so I asked if I could take the lesson. The aim
was to communicate the historical developments which led to the use of this model over,
for example, the plum pudding model. By watching how this class had been taught I noted
that I wouldn’t need to worry too much about discipline and could give all my attention
to communicating physics. Despite being very clear on what I had to say I found that I
struggled with quickly and concisely summarising ideas in order for the pupils to have a
written record of what I had said. This illustrated the need to plan lessons carefully.

Year 12: The Y12 spent a lot of the last 5 weeks off timetable due to exams, projects,
and university preparation. This meant the lessons were structured very differently from
one to the next. The first week of lessons were focused on revision for the mock tests they
would be doing the following week. These were informal lessons where the pupils under-
took their own revision and asked for help where needed. I have always enjoyed trying
to quickly and efficiently communicate ideas to people so I thoroughly enjoyed the tricky
questions they thought up. Some of these questions made me realise there were some as-
pects of their course that I needed to revisit in order to be as helpful as possible to the class.

Figure 2: University of
Southampton SETI Ci-
pher Challenge.

The Y12s a mock week gave the perfect opportunity to prepare
for classes and talks that I would be doing in the coming weeks.
As well as the required STEM careers workshop I was asked
to talk to the Y12s about the SETI Cipher Challenge, an out-
reach event run by the University of Southampton Physics De-
partment. This talk was part of the Y12s introduction to their
challenge week. This consisted of the Y12s undertaking a num-
ber of projects depending on their interests. The SETI Challenge
involved groups around the country being given a task every
morning at 10AM for a week requiring them to extract informa-
tion sent from a mysterious signal at the University of Southampton. Each group could
then publish their answer to a discussion board and marks were awarded for accuracy as
well as speed and creativity of response.Another project focused on the pyramids. This
aimed to revise all of mechanics in an exploration of possible explanations as to how the
pyramids were built, ranging from large ramps (which work out to be larger than the pyra-
mids themselves), to floating blocks up locks. The last option was the UKRoC challenge
which involves designing and launching a rocket to a set specification.

Figure 3: An idea as to how the pyramids were built explored by the Y12s during their project
week.
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Out of School: The Saturday before the project week I was asked to attend a rocketry
workshop put on by the school in anticipation of the UKRoC challenge. This involved
creating and launching model rockets using a pre-made kit and single stage rocket motors.
This was an interesting look at how pupils interact with those from other schools as well
as how they respond to guests in the school. As the return was firing a rocket all the pupils
were up for creating, designing, and launching their rocket with little fuss!

Reception Rockets: There were a lot of rockets set off during my time at Seven Kings.
Two reception classes from the partner primary school visited for a science day where
they designed and launched bottle rockets on the school field, to much delight. It was
interesting to see physics being communicated to people of different ages and the different
approaches you have to take with each.

Year 7: My interaction with Y7 was limited as I did not have a timetabled class but I was
still able to teach them in some capacity. Every Tuesday lunch the other Teach Physics
intern, Josh, and I ran Science Club. This aimed to give the students a half-hour long
fun activity to do during lunch where they could explore various scientific ideas. Coming
up with these ideas was challenging but enjoyable as it encouraged creativity from both
myself and the students.

Year 8: The feedback from science club was that the younger years love space. Space
really captured the imagination of the pupils so, using the ideas I had seen with the re-
ception class, I decided to run a similar lesson in a Y8 class I had been asked to take. A
large proportion of the year were on a residential trip so the classes were collapsed and
I needed to run a fun, interactive, class for 30 year eights. I started by getting them to
produce a guess at a scale model sun and earth where a yoga ball represented the sun and
the earth represented using plasticine. We then moved on to how we would traverse the
solar system a, conversation that culminated in more rockets!

Figure 4: Size of earth as guessed by pupils (plasticine line) with reference to a yoga ball sun with
scale earth scale shown at front.

The element of teaching I had the least experience with was classroom management. It
was interesting to see how different approaches were needed depending on which age
group was being taught. Y12, with whom I spent most of my time at the school required
almost no input. They wanted to be in the classes so they listened.
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The experience with Y8 was very different, there was a constant level of chatter and
disruption. The most challenging aspect of the space lesson, and another I took relating
to microscopes, was keeping the pupils focused. During both lessons I feel as though I
managed to communicate the ideas I was presenting efficiently to most members of the
class, despite it being an uphill struggle at the time. I definitely need more practice in this
aspect of teaching before I feel fully confident in front of a class!

3 Challenges

Running a practical: I had a very challenging start to my work at Seven Kings. On the
morning of my third day there were traffic problems on the way to the school meaning one
of the teachers was running late. The class he was late to was a Y12 practical exam which
needed running so I stepped in and ran the experiment with help from Josh and another
member of staff. This was a lesson on the unpredictable nature of teaching and showed
me that I needed to be on top of my work in order to be able to step in at a moments notice
if needed.

Figure 5: Year 12 practical examination setup.

Travel: Amongst all of the challenges I faced one more tivial issue I faced was the
commute to the school! Having to wake up and cycle to the train station in time for a 7:09
train to London every day took some getting used to.

Funding: As well as personal challenges I noticed those faced by the school. The Y12
physics classes were not entered into AS level examinations due to funding issues. As
the AS exams are no longer a factor in an A2 grade there is no requirement for this
qualification. The Y12s were given this years AS exam as an in-house equivalent to
quantify their progress and ability. There was no official mark scheme so collaboratively
the department came up with one. Three members of the department, including myself,
completed the paper (some of which was not trivial!) and compared answers in order to
construct a set of model answers.
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Discussion: As well as facilitating learning it is important for teachers to facilitate dis-
cussion. The time I started my internship coincided with a relatively turbulent time for
London as a city. With recent events in mind my Y12 form were lead in a discussion
on how to discuss such topics with younger children, as many of the class have younger
siblings. The form tutor commented that he didnt think the class would have been capable
of such a mature discussion when they started in Y12.

4 Other Experiences and Comments

Figure 6: A slide on my
talk on STEM careers.

University: Being in a Y12 form class I got to see and hear
a lot of information being given to students regarding their next
steps after A-level. Seven Kings, much like the schools I have
had previous experience with, have always put a lot of emphasis
on university applications. The conversations had on the topic
seem to suggest that every one of the Y12s is going to university
when they leave the school. There were plenty of students I have
spoken to who do not intend to go to university. Unfortunately,
due to my school taking a similar approach, I dont have the in-
formation to hand to tell students where to look for alternative
options beyond letting them know they do exist, as I did during
my STEM talk.

Facilities: Overall I have been very impressed with the facilities available at Seven
Kings, especially in the science department. The requisitions for Science Club were easy
to do as the school had every material that I dreamt up to hand. I was able to launch
rockets, make plasticine planets and spaghetti bridges, use microscopes, show off distilla-
tion and many more practical activities during my internship. It was clear that the pupils
enjoyed practical demonstrations so the ease at which I could do this was a great bene-
fit. This, linked with the amount of trips on offer to students, seems to really engage the
students at the school in physics.

Staff: During my second week at the school there was a whole staff assembly. This gave
me an important look at how the staff work together and how they perceive the school.
We had been split into tables of 8 and were addressed by the head teacher. We were asked
to discuss an object that we had brought with us showing our contribution to the school.
Unfortunately the email detailing this was not sent to myself or most of the support staff.
It was interesting to see how the staff had one object that they could use to represent the
contribution of themselves or their department.

After this introduction the attention shifted to the school’s mission statement. The state-
ment is revisited on a two year cycle and it was time for a new one to be written for the
next academic year. The senior team had been split into two groups and given 90 days to
come up with their take, which they then presented to us. After seeing each teams take
on the subject we were asked to discuss them on our tables and produce feedback for the
leadership team.
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Figure 7: Marking of
Y12 practical exam
- summarising were
marks are awarded.

Marking: Another responsibility I had was marking the A-
level practical paper. It was interesting to be on the other side
of the red pen and the repeated mistakes were glaringly obvious.
It was interesting to have to balance giving constructive feedback
whilst marking within the required timeframe. Fortunately I had
a platform to deliver more detailed feedback in the last week of
term when I gave the papers back to the class. This allowed me
to have a discussion about what mistakes were made and clear up
any missunderstanding.

5 Conclusions

Teaching at Seven Kings has given me a good idea of what is involved in teaching. On re-
flection it might have been useful to spend some time in other departments, most notably
the maths department, to get a view from outside science. I enjoyed my time at the school
and have learnt a lot about how to communicate science to different audiences. Teaching
can be very rewarding when it all goes to plan but a lot of effort and time is needed to
keep things running smoothly. There were many aspects of the school that I saw during
my internship that I have not recorded in this diary which is testament to how much I have
seen and learnt. Overall I have enjoyed my Teach Physics internship and hope to continue
using the skills I have developed to teach science.
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